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First of all I wish to thank you for the invitation to attend
this dinner and to assure you that it gave me much pleasure to be able
to accept it.

_ .

The annual dinner of the Hamilton Junior Chamber of Commerce
is becoming recognized as a function of first water importance in the
industrial and commercial life of this part of Canada and even by our
whip in the House of Commons . He gives you a pretty black look when
you suggest to him that you are going to be away at a time when division
is apt to be called, but though he swallows hard he does not say very
much when you are able to add that the reason for your absence is an
occasion such as this . He realizes, as we all do, that it is indeed
fortunate for Canada that her young business men are taking a very keen
and intelligent interest in the public affairs of the nation and recog-
nize how dependent on each other we have all become and how closely the
individual interestsof each one of us are bound up with the common
interests of the whole body politic .

It is always a pleasure for me to come to Hamilton and this
time I feel doubly privileged in being here with my Colleague, the
Minister of Trade and Commerce . To each one of you he is one who knows
and appreciates healthy industrial development and to be with him when
you are showing him the way you are driving ahead here in Hamilton and
the sound foundations upon which you are establishing and expanding so
many of the basic industries essential to the needs of this Country, both
for our own requirements and for the maintenance of our proper place in
international trade ., has made me feel almost like an insider myself .

! During the last few years it has been my privilege to meet and
to speak to a good many audiences in a great many parts of Canada . It
has also been my privilege to meet and listen to a great many delegations
representing different sections of our Canadian peoples farmers, miners,
forest operators, manufacturers, bankers, distributors, common carriers
on land and sea, labor organizations, co-operative enterprises,
professional associations, welfare associations, veterans $3sociations,
flnd others and I have been having confirmed more and more deeply all
the time ivy conviction that the people of this country are on the way to
became one integrated, united Canadian nation in spite of the hetero-
ReneOus elements of which it is made up and the wide diversity o f
"atural resources of the vast land masses and great water bodies which
constitute our half of this North American continent .
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To make the progressthat has been realized in
that direction . has not been . an . easy task for our forefathersand for ourselves; o

Many difficulties have had to be overcome :difficulties within ourselves as human
.beings resulting from

lnherited prejudices and temperament, and diffieulties in our
surroundiags arising out of the geography and topography of
our country*

They were very real difficultiesa I an not goingto expand upon them here . but just to remind ourselves of how
serious they were, it is well to remember that the two main
strains of our popu3ati.on. are descended from two proud races
xhieh have been cent.ury,-old rivals and enemies in Europe and
whose enmity and rivalry had not been confined to Europe but
had crossed the ocean and besmirched the first 15 decades of
Yhite man's swsy in America ,

We of French descent were the issue of those who
had been vanquished on the fields of battle and who had then
been ceded, lock, . stock and barr-6l, to the Government of our
jraditional enemie.s o

Those enemies did not speak our langua e they
tnerr nothing of our customs and

. our laws, they considered
that our religionwas an abominable superstition, prescribed
in their home-land as dangerous to the security of the State
wd eapable_of impact only on most primitive and untutored
xind s o

{
On the other side of the picture we were just as

ait.ter about you and only a little over 100 years ago, when
~ord Durham came over here to investigate and report upon the
;rievances which had resulted in the tiprisings of 1837, he
'ound not only violent dissatisfaction with the existing form
)f government, but two races warring in the bosom of a single
3tatee

Now, not only was it necessary for the people
)fyour race and mine to get rid of those prejudices and to
iccept each other on a footing of absolute equality, but
:hat mutual acceptance had to be so complete, so natura l:Zd so frank as ..to leave no doubt on either side as to each
ther's absolute security .

Lord Durham felt that the French-speaking
Iroup was so small that it was doomed to lose its identity,
talanguage, its tradition and its special way of life ,
nt there_were many who felt that that could not happen and
did not happen a

Both .groups had the same aspirations for a form
~government which left them the responsibilities of ad-
fniatring their own affaj tp and when just 100 years ag

o
iie month, they secured responsible government and Lord
19in, on instruction from the home-office, undertook to
I~Iinister the affairs . of the country according to the
Vice of Minist ers responsi ble for every item of such
i7ice

.to the elecsted representatives of the people, w e
ntly set out to arrange our affairs in the manner best

uted to meet our needs and aatisfy our aspirations as
ourselves, knew them to be,

/Of course,
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Of course, we soon found that we could not get
along with one single Parliament having responsibility for
all the local needs and aspirations of each separate section
of our communityD . That would have required, at the time, a
measure of mutual eo-operation and understanding which was
beyond the capacity of the living generation . Your fathers
and mine, the Fathers of Confederation, knew and appreciated
the complexities of the problem, and they devised a system
which they felt would work and which, for over 80 years now,
has worked in a fairly satisfactory mannero It has worked
because the Fathers of Confederation were realist7s and
because those who have followed in their footsteps have also
done their best to be equally realistic o

Our political unity was the achievement of our
rëspective leaders . It laid the ground-work for our national
unity and though that national unity, which depends upon the
inner feeling and outwor;d c.onduct of each indiVidual, has
necessarily been of slower growth, it has, from one great
common undertaking to another, expanded in breadth and
deepened in intensity o

Common dangers shared together and overcome by
common efforts have nourished and strengthened it in all
the great national crises we have had to faceo Similarly,
in every day life, the way we have divided and distributed
the tasks required to supply us with the commodities
necessary for our individual needs and comforts have also
provided a valuable contribution to that enda I doubt if
there is any individual in any part of CanadaRho does not,
whether he is conscious of it or not, depend to some degree
for the things he uses and consumes to satisfy his normal
individual requirements, on something produced right here
in Hamilton ; and I am equally sure that you, Hamiltonians,
would be deprived of many things which you use and enjo y
if you were cut off from any substantial part of Canada as
a normal source of your supplies .

Politically we have become autonomous and
ihdependenL, but that only means that we have come to
depend on each other and to_ have sufficient confidence
in each other t o feel that { We will all co-operate fairly
towards tho-se- ends which will be of benefit to us allo
That is what has made us conscious .of our nationhood and
that is what has made other states recognize us as a full-
fledged adult member of the family of nationso It has also
énabled us to overcome our geographical difficulties and in
spite of the great differences in our land masses and in our
bodies of water from the 11tlantic to the Pacific, to establish
anddevelop one integrated Canadian economy which is thriving
and expanding and to which the Industries of Hamilton are
making such an important contribution, but upon which the
industries of Hamilton have in turn to rely as a natural
compensating consequence o

Now, I am not going to say much about inter-
national affairs, although, for the last year and more, I
have spent most of my time reading despatches about what is
haPpening abroado It would be no news for you to say that
those despatches do not reveal a pretty piotureo We are'
all aware of the onimous declarations made during the last
rew days and weeks by Air . Marshall, Yro Bevin and others and

/we have
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11e have all been shocked by the tragic and symptomatic events
xhich had just taken place in . Czechoslovakia . . We cannot be
;indisturbed .by such declarations and happenings because it
sust now be accepted as a fact that practically everything
,,hich happens in the international sphere is of interest,
3ften of direct and immediate interest, to Canada . Canada's
3oundaries are no longer merely geographical . They extend far
3eyond her physical frontiers . ._ They run,in fact, through the
1earts of free man everywhere . On our side of .the line are
s11 those in every country who work and fight to preserve the
freedom and dignity of individuals against the unbridled
.,pact of totalitarian power and brutal might . There can be
1 0 neutrality in this conflict, which is as spiritual as it. s political .

I
Even before the end of the last war, this

ineritable interdependence of the nations upon each other
:rought together at San Francisco all those who were fighting
~n our side against the Axis powers in an effort to save
succeeding generations from the scourge which twice in ou r
;wn lifetime had brought untold sorrow .to mankind .

We reaffirmed our faith in fundamental human
ights and in the dignity and worth of the human person and
e resolved to practice tolerance and live together in peace
th one another and to unite our strength to maintai n

âternational security and promote the economic and social
dvancement of all our peoples .

In the Charter we signed, we all undertook to
espect the national sovereignty and territorial integrity
f each other and to refrain in our international relations
rom the threat or use of force in any manner inconsistent
or the purposes of the United Nations .

We created this great international organization
ad attempted to provide it with an effective set-up t o
nsure the realization of our high purposes .

Now, we in Canada still have faith in that
~'ganization and .We are doing our best to make it fully
Effective .

But so far it has not been fully effective .

It was to take over and maintain peabe afte r
:ace had been restored to the world, but the making of the
,ace was to remain the responsibility of those who were
'-King, and who had made, the most effective contributio n
z the prosecution of the war . The fighting came to an end
,th the unconditional surrender of our enemies, but the
'eat powers Who thus retained special responsibilities and
0 were given special functions under the Charter have not

A
been able to carry into the peace the co-operation which

~°e it possible for them and for us to win the war .

Under the provisions of the Charter, no major
'cision could be taken without the concurrence of the Five
'Egt Powers or, in other words, any one of the Five great
uers had the right to prevent effective action by the use
the veto ._ We had been told that this power of veto would
sParingly used and only exercised when the power resorting
it honestly felt that it was in the interest of the whol e

/organization
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arganization to prevent a- certain course of action . Now, one
of the great powers has consistently been using its veto to
prevent constructive action of any kind from being adopted .
It is a state in which totalitarian communism prevails an d
it has, by its veto, attempted to prevent constructive action
on our part and at the same time has sponsored and supported
subversive revolutionary communism i n many other countries .

I shall not attempt to make anything like a
complet e survey of what has been going - on, but I will point
out two or three of the salient features of this terrible
ftuation :

There has been, first of all, the failure to

action entirely and exclusively i n her own interest or ,

reach any agreement about the, German peace settlement . It
just be obvious that without soma . agreement on the solution,
political and economic,- of the- .problem presented by 80
jiilion Germans located in the very heart of Europe, ther e
.an be no assurance either of -economic stability or political
3ecurity in any part of Europe . Up to the present, there
ias been no such agreement and there seems to be little
.nmediat e hope for an overall sett lement .

The policy of Russia seems to be to insist on

_f that is not agreed to, . on inaction _in the hope that the
iislocations of economy-.of . Germany and the drain of the
-esources of the U .K . and the U .S .A . and even France, which
:tiese dislocations make inevitable, will so weaken them as
3ventually to. force a decision on her own terms .

_ Naturally, it is a matter of concern for the
•S .S .R . as it is for the other states, that the industrial

:otential of Western Germany . and the strength of the German
;eople shall not again, some day, be . di.rect ed against any
ze of them .

j It is possible to recognize the force of some
the Soviet claims without agreeing to the establishmen tf a powerful central government in Germany, susceptible
communistic influence or to a 10 billion dollar account

or reparations on current German production ; or giving the
-S•S•B . a voice in the control of the Rhur and-the Rhineland
.aless her attitude in regard to Eastern Germany radicelly

anges .

The result of the present stalemate
antinued division of Germany is thewhich threatens to bring
bout her total collap se ' unless proper steps are taken at
ace to prevent it . Yet, as 1-ong as the German economy lies
tagnant, the occupying powers have to make vast eapendi-
ires to prevent actual starvation and the Western European
auntries, like Holland and Belgium, who normally derive
bstantjal benefits from trade with Germany are handicapped
their own recovery .

There is in all this, a chain of vicious con-
14uences which is, of course, exploited by the Communist
'rties for purposes which have now unfortunately become too
4niliar to the rest of us .

Distress and starvation and even despair ar e?rred
by the Communists, who flourish on these things, into

! -ftical disorder and ideological strife . Starvation become s

/a weapon
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yreapon of political warfare . Misery becomes a political
i latform .

1 .

In fact, Communism has, in Europe, extended it s
àontrol•underSoviet leadership and direction over such
Qountries as .Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and now
7zech0slovakia .

It is only in Greece, of these Eastern European
ates, that the advance of . communism has been checked an d

that seems to be because Greece has been recognized by both
,he British and American governments as a keypoint in this
struggle against aggressive communism .

There have also been difficulties and delays in
respect of the Japanese peace settlement and those diffi-
-ulties and delays are also re.sulting in a serious drain upon
;he economies of the rest of the world .

Of course there are other clouds as well on th e
international horizon . I mentioned, a few moments ago,
ndonesia, the dispute between Indonesia and Pakistan over
ashmir - Palestine, the setting up of a national government

_n Korea . Not all of these problems are the result of the
same ideological warfare ; but they are all affected by it
3nd, to a certain degree, overshadowed by it .

I On the other hand, there are, however, signs of
)romising and effective democratic counter-action .

This democratic counter-action has shown itsel f
.nder three forms which have been given different names, but
rhich are perhaps, after all, only different aspects of the
-ame general plan, They are :

(1) The European recovery program and the move
towards European economic .unity ;

(2) The consolidation of Western Germany - and

(3) Plans for what is called "Western Union" .

You will remember that in his Harvard speech,
he U .S .Secretary of State, Mr . Marshall, suggested that the
uropean countries should get together and formulate a plan
orthe economic recovery of Europe . The U .K . and France
eld a preliminary meeting at. Paris in mid-June last and
.rafted the outline for a conference which opened in Pari s
' July 12th . . The Soviet Union refused to attend and exerted
11ificient pressure on her satellites to create an almost
olid Eastern block against the proposal .

I This Conference set up an Executive Committee
hrough which a report was submitted to the U .S . Secret ary of
tate on September 22nd last . The U .S .Government examined the
sport and accept ed it as reasonable basis to formulate pro-
asals for aid to Europe . It was estimated that the partici-
ating countries would require,. to balance their payments with
he Western Hemisphere, from April lst, 1948, to June 30th,
952, something of the order of 20 billion dollars and, as you
a0w ► there i s now pending before Congress an appropriation
i,ll Which would provi .de something of the order of 5 billion

/dollars
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âollars for the first fifteen months,- about half of which could
te used for<.pAerlha$es in other 'Western Hemisphere countries,
roff-shore purchases" .

The implementation of the plan does not depend .
Ÿowever, only on assistance from this hemisphere . In the long
rug, Europe must stand on its own feet and that requires re-
arrangement of tariff and other barriers to trade bletWeen them .
loves are, therefore, under way-for a greater degree of European
`conomic unity .

The first result - of . this unity may bring about

we will all-do all we can to keep those dislocations to a mini m um ,

some dislocations in Canadian trade with Europ9 . But I am sure

,lot forgetting that in the long run, Canada will benefit by any
Iuropean consolidation of this kind .

As a- second : step, ,it .yras necessary to move toward the
consolidation of Western Germany . . Originally, all four occupying
powers took measures regarded largely as of a transitory nature,
on the assumption that a .German peace treaty would not be long
delayed .

~ But the failure of the Foreign Ministers' meeting
in London last November and December, demonstrated that this
*as--no longer a reasonable assumption . The powers occupying
the Western zone have, therefore,, had to consider the pressing
needs for administrative and economic reforms in Western
3ermany of a more lasting character and the United Kingdo m
as announced a consti-tut-ion for . Bizonia, or .the two zone s

they control, and are proceeding . to take with Belgium, Nether-
lands and Luxemburg, the-steps necessary to rebuilt self-
government, stimulate production and restore trade in that
important area .

1 This gives reason to hope that an end will be
aade to the enervating uncertainty and continuous drain which
ias been such an obstacle-to the process of general recovery .

The other very-important step which was announced
7 Yr. Bevin in his speech of the 22nd of January last, was the
?1an for what has been called the Western Union, the terms of
1hich have now been agreed to and which, we are informed, will
:Pe signed by the United Kingdom, France and the Benelux
ountries, the day after to-morrow . This is no mere military
3C,liance directed against a possible aggressor from the East .
L '- seeks to mobilize the -moral as well as the military resources
)f the Western European countries and to contain or restrain
36viet expansion, not by a Maginot line, but by building up in
;hese liberal, democratic and Christian states, a dynamic counter-
Attraction to the degrading tenets of totalitarian and materialis-

communi sm .

Such, e union 3 s not excluded by the terms of the
7111ted Natione .Charter and would be in complete accord with the
lurposes of the Charter . It is, of course, not easy to realize
117 0ng countries so firmly attached to their individual sovereignty
heir tradition.a,- their cultures and their ways of living ; but it
las been successfully started and there is room for hope that it
"i11 extend . And it may not be only Western Europe which will be
'°rced into a spiritual, cultural, economic and political unio n
'° Offset the union of the totalitarian states under the aggressive
'adership of Russia . 16
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f Before the last war, the Nazi eggressor picke doff his victims one by one and was stopped only by the united
forces of the whole- free world . May we not hope that these
peoples of the free world can unite to prevent another world
war as they did not win the last one?

8a

Our Prime M inister, some weeks ago, had this toabout tot alit arian communism :

" . . . Communism_is no less a tyranny than Nazi-
ism . It aims at world conquest . It hopes to
effect its purpose by force . . . So long as
Communism remains-as a menace to the free
world, it is vital .to the defence of freedom
to maintain a preponderanoe pf military
strength on the side of freedom, and to secure
that degree of unity among the nations which
will ensure that they cannot be defeated and
destroyed one by one . "

No one .wishes to see the United Nations break up
nor even to force the Soviet groups to secede from the United
?Iations . But without sacrificing the universality of th e
7nited Nations, or supplanting it, it is possible for the free
nations to form their own union for collective self-defence
znder Article 51 of the Charter .

This union could be created within the United
:lations by those free states which are willing to accept greater
3bligations than those contained in the Charter in return for
greater national security than the United Nations is now pro-
ziding for its members .

The trend towards the formation of such self-
iefensive unions is not a . confession of despair, but rathe ra message of hope . It does not mean that we look upon a third
iorld war as inevitable, but rather that we have decided that
he best way of preventing such a war is to confront the forces
)f Communist eapansionism .with an overwhelming preponderance of
aoral, economic and mijitary forae on the .side of freedom .

It can be done and it should be effective and
repare the restoration of that confidence .and security so
•ecessary to make worthwhile and properly fruitful the time
-nd energies we are devoting to those other international
onferenoes and agencies which are dealing with human rights
Agd social progress, and world health and world trade, an d
reedom of information and self-government, and proper elections
lthe other spots of these troubled, but terribly momentous,
imes

. We have achieved mutual confidence and domestic security
rer great difficulties in our own land .

There should still be hope that men of good wil l
°n achieve the same results in the wider field of international
o-operation by constantly reminding themselves that what i s
estfor all - and there can be no question that peace and security
re best for all - will also be better for each than anythin g
nich armed conflict could possibly win for him .


